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 • Dennis Hsiao

 • Lo Shu-hua

LC Fuel Tank aims for lasting reputation in 
classic car market

Veteran auto tools and hand tools maker Top-Rank 

LC Fuel Tank is regarded as the top fuel tank maker 
in Taiwan. Thanks to its early entry into the industry in 
1977 and as the oldest fuel tank company in Taiwan, 
LC Fuel Tank benefited from General Manager Chan 
Yu-Peng's foresight as it maintained its lead ahead of 
the competition for at least a decade in supplying and 
designing fuel tanks.

LC Fuel Tank furthered competitiveness by investing 
in the die (tooling) and production equipment. Clients 
do not need to design and produce their own molds, 
as the company has amassed and maintains over 
3,000 dies. The strong product-mix flexibility and its 
tooling advantages allowed them to quickly become 
the one-stop supplier for fuel tank products among 
European and American market customers, eventually 
positioning LC Fuel Tank as the go-to shop for classic 
car enthusiasts. 

For example, one of its clients in the U.K. is a veteran 
maker of vintage fuel tanks and shows the traditional 
sensitivity towards non-handcrafted fuel tanks with high 
standards towards quality control. Yet, the company 
had chosen LC Fuel Tank as its primary supplier due 
to the company’s semi-automated production chain, 
which helps maintain consistent product quality, 
while addressing the labor shortage and bridging the 
knowledge gap. A factor in maintaining consistent 
product quality is Chan’s decision to procure Japanese-

TOP-RANK Industrial CO., LTD., established in 1979, 
has 40 years of production experience as a veteran 
specialist in developing and manufacturing high-quality 
automotive tools and hand tools. It is located at the 
heart of Taiwan’s hand tools hub in Taichung City. 

To expand its business operations, TOP-RANK 
founded its China-based subsidiary,  TOP-RANK 

manufactured machinery and priorit izing long-term 
preparedness over cutting back on costs, and short-term 
profits.

The company expects to see a significant increase of 
its manufacturing capabilities going into 2023 as its new 
factory can house more inventory and its impressive 
die/tooling collection. For instance, the new equipment 
introduces a 25%-increase of efficiency for the powdered-
coating process in the fuel tanks surface treatment stage.
The powdered-coating technology introduces better 
weather resistance properties and increases coating 
thickness three times more than the typical coating. 
In a nod towards sustainable business operations, the 
powered-coating technology features less pollution, 
addressing both environmental awareness and prioritizing 
employee health. 

The new factory also allows LC Fuel Tank to follow 
the Build-to-Stock model by equipping the new factory 
grounds with production capabilities and space. For 
example, the company fitted an automatic overhead 
conveyor washing tunnel in the coating line to streamline 
the products' cleaning process and improve coating 
adhesion.

In the past, LC Fuel Tank normally worked with clients 
under a ODM/OEM basis, but Chan has expressed 
ambition in building a solid brand reputation under the “UN 

Fuel Tank” name. The company is currently looking to 
expand and deepen business contacts and operations 
in the North American market, regarded as the number 
one classic car sector due to the prevalent DIY culture 
and high reliance on cars as the primary transportation 
needs. The classic car industry has a huge potential 
in developing new products and LC Fuel Tank is best 
positioned to tap into that, especially with recent models 
becoming collectibles as well.

Many of LC Fuel Tank’s aftermarket products, such 
as the gas tank shown in this photo, are applicable 
for classic car models as well. 

( Photo courtesy of LC Fuel Tank )

(Jiashan) Industrial in 1999, then set up a global trading 
department to further its market reach in 2009, with the 
aim to make its products available all over the world. The 
subsidiary was equipped with the latest production know-
how and installed the latest equipment, including precision 
forging machines. 

TOP-RANK specializes in manufacturing and marketing 
auto repair tools, truck-related tools, hand tools and 
relevant parts, including wrenches, accessories and parts, 
power and hand tools, tire lever wrenches, socket wrench 
sets, 4-way rim wrenches, LED L-type socket wrenches, 
4-way lug wrenches, swivel lug wrenches, truck wrenches, 
reinforced wrenches, and many more. 

TOP-RANK focuses on two major businesses: finished-
product production, and processing services. The firm 
is proud to say that all of its production processes are 
compatible with stringent safety standards. The company 
can also provide OEM and ODM services, and owns 

( Photo courtesy of TOP-RANK )( Photo courtesy of TOP-RANK )
TOP-RANK creates excellent quality products with its 
high-precision production. 

multiple patents. To provide the best quality for its 
clients, TOP-RANK had procured the newest equipment, 
directed resources into innovating new products, 
developing better production technique, mutually 
benefiting both the company and clients.

As a company that highly prioritizes maintaining great 
customer relationships, TOP-RANK’s representatives 
make lasting impressions through positive and cordial 
attitudes. With its insistence on providing clients with 
high-quality products, TOP-RANK continues to meet 
goals and milestones with expertise, innovation, quality, 
service, and efficiency. 

Achieving mutual benefits between customers and 
the company is a top priority and helps put down the 
foundation for building sustainable business operations 
in the future. TOP-RANK sells its products to many 
countries, such as the U.S., Mexico, Germany, Italy, 
Japan, Korea, Vietnam, India, Indonesia and more.
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Shine Well Industries Corp. was established in 2000, specializing in manufacturing and exporting various auto lamps 
and accessories for passenger cars, trailers, trucks, as well as car floor mats. With its own associated factory, Shine 
Well can dedicate resources to developing new ideas, new designs, more functional and innovative new products for 
the vehicles. 

The ISO 9001:2000-certified Sloop Spare Parts Mfg. Co., 
Ltd. was founded in 1984. As a veteran manufacturer of 
a large range of high-quality aftermarket (AM) automotive 
steering and suspension parts, Sloop Spare Parts mainly 
offers Tie Rod End, Rack End, Side Rod Assembly, Ball 
Joint, Center Link, Cross Rod, Stabilizer Link, Idler Arm, 
Drag Link, and Pitman Arm. The company uses only the 
best materials and highest original equipment standards to 
maintain product safety, reliability, and durability.

The products are marketed under the brand “SLOOP” and 
have a sterling reputation among global buyers, especially 
in the Middle East, Latin America, Europe and Africa, due 
to its reputation for quality, precision, prompt delivery, 
comprehensive product range, and competitive prices. In 

Sloop Spare Parts offers a range of high-quality 
aftermarket (AM) automotive steering and 
suspension parts. 

 • Fan Wen-hsing

 • Kuo Fang-lin

Auto lamp expert Shine Well prioritizes aesthetics, Auto lamp expert Shine Well prioritizes aesthetics, 
quality, and customizationquality, and customization  

SLOOP makes and markets quality AM 
steering and suspension parts

Shine Well places a high value on maintaining product 
quality and persists in upholding its motto of “Customer 
First, Credibility First,” building up a strong reputation 
and gaining the trust from its customers. General 
manager Gary Chen is especial ly recommended 
through word-of-mouth due to his four decades of 
experience in this field. Customers are also more wiling 
to work with him and the company as Chen insists on 
servicing each client on a one-to-one basis, ensuring 
that clients will not receive the exact same product in 
the same market region. Clients are more likely to work 
with him as a result to share ideas and to develop the 
new products together. 

Shine Well’s patent design allows the light to come out not 
only from the FRONT but also from the SIDE. 

(Photo courtesy of Shine Well)

( Photo courtesy of Sloop Spare Parts )

In recent years, they are more focused on producing 
LED Stop/Turn/Taillights, Side Lamps, Turn/Marker/
Corner Lights, Auxiliary/Utility Lights for trailers, trucks 
and buses. They developed a new design for Side/Marker 
lights and Taillights, which enhances the light source. 
The light comes out not only from the Front but also from 
the Side of the lamp, making the overall lighting effect 
more elegant, powerful, and safer while considering 
aesthetics as the vehicle is turning, stopping, or backing 
up.

The company has acquired patents in Taiwan and 
China and awaits certification in the U.S. Any customized 
or special ODM requirements are welcome, as Shine 
Well has 20 years of experience in LED lights designing, 
developing, and tools making.

recent years, Sloop has been aggressively developing the U.S. 
and the South East Asia markets.

Sloop originally was one of the most comprehensive 
suppliers of Japanese and Korean car parts. The company 
aims to move upmarket by investing more resources to 
develop new technologies and materials, and promote higher-
end aluminum alloy products. To maintain and strengthen 
its high-product mix advantages, the company develops, 
launches dozens of new items yearly, highlighting customer’s 
needs and marketability.

In addition to making products for sale under its own 
SLOOP brand, the company also takes OEM/ODM orders 
that are fulfilled to the strictest specifications.
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AIW87440

AIW88440
Established in 1975, Years Way International Co., 

Ltd. is one of the best manufacturers and exporters of 
professional tools, specifically specializing in areas such 
as air tools &amp; accessories, spray guns, hand tools 
and auto tools in Taiwan.

Years Way also created its own self-brand, YEARSWAY, 
and over the years, it has built up a significant following 
and reputation in the professional tool market.Company 
statistics show that its products under this brand account 
for about 90% ofsales in the industry, signifying an 
expansive market reach.

To satisfy all of its customers’ demands, Years Way also 
provides OEM/ODM services to customers in all major 
markets thanks to the many years of experience and 
professionalism under its belt.

 • Alex Lee

 •  Kuo Fang-lin

Years Way is also dedicated to bolstering its innovative 
capabilities, having built up an experienced R&amp;D 
department. This has enabled the company to excel 
in product innovation and improve existing products. 
In addition, it also has a quality assurance system 
and meets the CE standard to reinforce quality and 
inspection.

In 2022, YEARS WAY is proud to announce a brand 
new design: the &quot;Mini Impact Wrench&quot; 
series featuring powerful torque in a smaller package 
of shorter length and less weight, all designed with 
the consideration of the user in mind. For example, the 
short body makes it easier for the handler to operate in 
narrow spaces; its lightweight features enable extended 
operation periods in comfort, and better torque power 
makes the compact tool a suitable choice for car and 
truck maintenance.

HPMJ Reverse Protection Alligator Clamp is a patented 
product designed for user protection. 

Years Way brings new Mini Impact Wrench Years Way brings new Mini Impact Wrench 
Series to AAPEXSeries to AAPEX

HPMJ Reverse Protection Alligator Clamp 
obtains patents in multiple global markets 

The Mini Impact Wrench AIW88440 and AIW87440 are 
featured in this photo, showcasing the compact design 
of this product series. 

( Photo courtesy of Years Way )

( Photo courtesy of HPMJ )

HPMJ Reverse Protection Alligator Clamp is completely 
packaged in PVC material, with its patented design 
focusing on user protection. With the PVC material 
covering the area where users need to squeeze down the 
alligator clamp with both hands, the user is protected 
from touching the wires, battery, and prevents accidental 
contact with electrical current. For a second-layer of 
protection, a failsafe tripping mechanism is built into the 
clamp design, which cuts off electrical currents when the 
clamp handle is pressed down. This allows the user to 
test the clamp without concern. 

If the clamps are attached to the incorrect polarity, it 
will emit a beeping sound to remind the user to reverse 
the clamps. Once the jumper cables are removed, it is 
also designed to automatically cut off the current. The 
clamp and cables are marketed around the world in an 

OEM manner, as the company works closely with trading 
companies to expand its market reach and bolster sales 
through diverse channels. HPMJ has acquired patents for 
the Reverse Protection Alligator Clamp in many countries 
this year as a result, namely the EU, the U.S., Japan, 
China, Australia, and Taiwan, making it a truly globalized 
product available for all vehicle owners.

The company began its operations as a manufacturer 
of emergency vehicle jump starters for roadside vehicle 
recovery of 12V to 24V racing boats, passenger cars, 
trucks, heavy-duty trucks, buses, and military vehicles. 
HPMJ prioritizes user safety by equipping its jump starter 
set-ups with patented reverse polarity alligator clamps 
that have obtained multiple country’s patents. To request 
more information, please refer to HPMJ’s phone at 
(04)2693-7677.  
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Ray Fu to Fit Production Lines for Auto Fastener Parts in New Ray Fu to Fit Production Lines for Auto Fastener Parts in New 
Factory Offering the Most Comprehensive Services for BuyersFactory Offering the Most Comprehensive Services for Buyers
 • Huang Chi-ming

 • Chao Ting-yu

Local fastener manufacturer, Ray Fu Enterprise Co., 
Ltd.  reports that their new factory is slated to cover 
an approximate 138,000 square meters of land, and 
successfully put its first-stage projects of four factories 
into operation. The first-stage commissioned factories 
largely houses designated areas for product production, 
mainly semi-completed wire products, spheroid annealing 
furnace, finished wire products, screw forming, heat 
treatment. Other additions such as multi-stroke machines 
were also fitted into the production line. These upgrades 
are done to ensure production increase and increased 
demand for exports of wires and special screws. Ray Fu 
currently sees production capacity of 60,000 tons per 
month of iron wires and screw exports at 30,000 tons per 
month.

The additional commission of the new factory allows 
Ray Fu to boost their competitive edge. Currently, the 
firm is manufacturing screw specifications of M4-M10, 16 
mm to 150 mm. On the other hand, Ray Fu is also looking 
to expand their wire products overseas, supplying wire 

Companies must balance the need to invest in new 
technologies and equipment with business operations. 
In the September 2022 edition of CENS' exclusively-
published "Taiwan Transportation Guide" (TTG), we talked 
to Industrial Technology Research Institute’s Industry, 
Science and Technology International Strategy Center 
(ISTI) Intelligent Vehicle System Research Dept. Machinery 
& System Research Division Senior Researcher James 
Hsiao. Through an email interview, we invited him to share 
his thoughts regarding the integration of the auto parts 
industry and smart manufacturing as an inevitable trend.

materials ranging from C1018~C1022 and 10B21, with wire diameters of 1.78 mm to 10 mm. Thanks to consistent 
quality, Ray Fu’s wire materials are favored among European and American buyers.

In terms of production management, the firm keeps a close eye on all proceedings from the very beginning of 
the production, including the material origins of the screws, which are managed under the company’s wire material 
factories. Primary applications of screws made by the firm are used in construction and automotive. The firm has 
acquired certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, the European Union’s ETA, CE DIN EN 14592, 14566, and 
IATF 16949 for automotive parts. In order to provide the best customer service, Ray Fu offers the full package, from 
production to surface treatment, packaging and exporting. The firm also includes a TAF certification as a product 
inspection report before shipment.

However, in face of pricing competition for global steel prices, fastener 
firms are indeed facing an uphill battle against competitors. Ray Fu 
chooses a different approach, by standing by its persistence to offer 
100%-locally made products, develop new products and 
added-valued fasteners to expand the horizons of its 
own blue ocean strategy.

Ray Fu’s automotive fasteners are highly lauded by clients, as 
the company maintains stringent quality control in choosing 
wire materials, and conducting further inspections before 
shipping the orders.

Addressing the recent status and future state of 
the industry, Taiwanese suppliers will need to bridge 
the demand through smart manufacturing. Taiwanese 
auto parts suppliers have an advantage, however, 
as they have built up years of high-mix, low-volume 
manufacturing capabilities, and made a significant stake 
in global markets through managing various distribution 
channels. On the other hand, suppliers partook in the 
government-led New Southbound Policy initiative, 
seeing the auto parts demand in the region maintaining 
consistent growth and anticipating global procurement 
trends. To meet global demands, Taiwanese auto parts 
suppliers have proactively invested in new technologies, 
obtained critical roles in global auto supply chains, and 

procured automated manufacturing equipment to improve 
production efficiency, increase capacity utilization, 
optimize product competitiveness, and added product 
value.

The local and global situations have led to renewed 
demand for auto parts, with expectations that the world 
industry value would reach NTD$227.62 billion this year, 
marking a 2.9% YoY growth.

The need for smart manufacturing is significantly 
affected by external trends, such as the sharing economy 
— which would increase vehicle usage rates, and in 
turn, the replacement rate for auto parts and vehicles. 
The adoption of EVs, leading to a low-volume, high-
mix development would also create shorter product life 
spans for vehicles. On the other hand, future trends will 
increasingly demand more efficiency as the manufacturing 
sector is experiencing labor loss and more training 
costs. Emerging smart technologies, such as IIoT, big 
data analysis, cloud applications, and AI will have a 
significant role in improving the auto parts industry’s 
competitiveness.
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www.cens.com/shinewl

世答貿易股份有限公司 

Trading Co., Ltd.

www.caspauto.com
order.casp@caspauto.com

Habashi TaiwanA1174

旋發企業有限公司

Industries Corp.

garyfar@ms28.hinet.net

Shine WellA977

今稜企業股份有限公司

Autoparts Co., Ltd.

www.chinlang.com.tw
ryan@chinlang.com.tw

Chin LangA1382

亞璋工業股份有限公司

Industrial Co., Ltd.

www.yarjangbrakes.com/
chen_yi_chang@hotmail.com

Yar JangA1077

宸穩實業股份有限公司

Season Industries

www.cens.com/mainseason
n5681@hibox.hinet.net

MainA1082

堤迪希國際有限公司

Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

demo.coder.com.tw/TDC/about
mia@tdcb.com.tw

TDCA1178

漢賓有限公司

Autoparts Co., Ltd.

www.edaauto.com
rita@edaauto.com

EDAA1782

宜霖交通器材股份有限公司

Motor Parts Co., Ltd.

www.yilin.com.tw
yilin.ac@gmail.com

Yi-LinA874

龍鋒企業股份有限公司

Traffic Ind. Co., Ltd.

www.eag;eeyes.com.tw/en
jenny_chiu@eagleeyes.com.tw

Eagle EyesA1280

虎山實業股份有限公司

Autoparts Inc.

www.huhandle.com
shawn@huhandle.com

Hushan A1679

鼎傑企業有限公司

Industrial Co., Ltd.

www.fairsun.com
lourdes@fairsun.com

Fair SunA978

彼恩齊工業有限公司

INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

www.perfecthandel.com/
phind@ms4.hinet.net

PERFECT HANDELA878

經濟日報中經社

United Daily News

www.cens.com
buyerservice@udngroup.com.tw

EconomicA1078

駿道企業有限公司

Enterprise Co., Ltd.

www.qsigma-sendingunit.
com.tw/EN/
annie@juindaw.com.tw

Juin DawA1180

川浩企業股份有限公司

Corp.

www.gscbelt.com
kawahiro@ms27.hinet.net

Good SuccessA1282

慶格實業有限公司

Corporation

chingmars.com.tw
sales@chingmars.com.tw

Ching MarsA1779

台旺企業有限公司

ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

www.tairwang.com/
rica@tairwang.com

TAIR WANG A2079

巨曜工業有限公司

INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

www.jiuhyaw.com.tw/
tingting.yeh@jiuhyaw.com.tw

JIUH YAWA172

萬在工業股份有限公司

INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

www.manzai.com.tw/
kelly@manzai.com.tw

MAN ZAIA5719

佳隆國際企業有限公司

Industrial Co., Ltd.

www.jialung.com.tw
service@jialung.com.tw

MotecA875

立昌汽車材料工廠

Manufacture Co.

www.fueltank.com.tw
lesley@fueltank.com.tw

LC Fuel TankA1681

奐志實業股份有限公司

Incorporation

WWW.jesselai.com.tw
daviechen@jesselai.com.tw

Jesse Lai A1074

晁揚科技股份有限公司

Technology Co., Ltd.

www.jmark.com.tw
jmark.co@msa.hinet.net

J Mark A1080

鉅慶實業股份有限公司

Industries Co., Ltd.

www.jiuhching.com 
p10100gd88@gmail.com

Jiuh ChingA1176

匯聖實業股份有限公司

Parts Enterprise Co., Ltd.

fst-mit.com.tw
trade1@fst-mit.com.tw

Fashion AutoA1181

鼎昱實業有限公司

Industry Co., Ltd.

www.timingkit.com.tw
fan882005@yahoo.com.tw

Sding YuhA1780

雅同企業有限公司

ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD.

www.yarton.com.tw/
yarton@ms24.hinet.net

YARTONA2556

煌裕器材材料有限公司

Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.

www.hwangyu.com
garyhuang@hwangyu.com

Hwang YuA671

全司達企業股份有限公司

INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
TRANS SPURA235

鈞宏精密工業股份有限公司

Traffic Material Co.,Ltd.

www.kinghjo.com.tw
Kingho.sun@msa.hinet.net

King HoA41024

力肯實業股份有限公司

PNEUMATIC CORPORATION

www.depoan.com/en/
sunny-lin@depoan.com

DE POANA34006

侑霖國際有限公司

Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

www.shyaco.com.tw
Sy-mike@shyaco.com.tw

ShyacoA876

為升電裝工業股份有限公司

 Inc.

www.cubelec.com.tw
donna@cubelec.com.tw

Cub Elecparts A974

慶乙有限公司

Supplies Co. Ltd.

www.autopax.com
autopax.taiwan@msa.hinet.net

AutopaxA976

榮績實業有限公司

Ind. Co., Ltd.

www.airfresh.com.tw
joyce.rawmantic@gmail.com

RAM, ManticA1076

集勝端子股份有限公司

Terminals Co., Ltd.

www.jeesoon.com.tw
tina@jeesoon.com.tw

JeesoonA1081

夯釷實業有限公司

Co., Ltd.

 only61s@yahoo.com.tw

Atow EnterpriseA1177

隆勤實業有限公司

Industrial Company

www.parts18.com
owen@parts18.com

I-Parts MotorA1182

明澤生技股份有限公司

Co., Ltd.

www.airguard.com.tw
sales@airguard.com.tw

Moisture 22A1781

捷勵國際股份有限公司

INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

www.anvpower.com
peter@jyuelii.com.tw

JYUE LIIA2781

鼎碩創新股份有限公司

Innovation Inc.

www.teamsworld.com/

www.camelot.com.tw

amber@twiio.com

milton@camelot.com.tw

TeamsworldA963

1

2

3

4

寶格工業股份有限公司

Industrial Corporation

www.pankocorp.com
sales@pankocorp.com

PankoA877

CENS
B00TH NO. A1078
OUR SERVICES

CONTACT US

 • Free Business Matching
 • Global Exhibition Agent

+886-2-8692-5588 ext.2095
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54, WU CHYUAN 7TH ROAD, NEW TAIPEI INDUSTRIAL PARK, 
WU GU DISTRICT, NEW TAIPEI CITY 24890, TAIWAN

KARAT INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

TEL: +886-2-8990-1800 (REP.)

FAX: +886-2-8990-1228 www.KaratTool.com

Sales@KaratTool.com

Air-GripTM 4 & 4V Super Heavy-Duty 
Air-Hydraulic Blind Rivet Tools
5/32” ~ 1/4” or 4.0 ~ 6.4 mm all *HSS, all Structural and 
all Standard Blind Rivets for Auto & Industrial markets

● Air-GripTM 4V with Vacuum System
● Super Traction Force 5,280 Lbf or 23.5 kN
● Long Stroke 0.728” or 18.5 mm
Remark: *HSS (High Strength Structural) Blind Rivets 
are widely used in the German cars to fasten chassis and 
body together and to build the car carriage.

ANS-120 Heavy-Duty, Semi-Auto Type
Air-Hydraulic Rivet Nut & Rivet Bolt Tool
Rivet Nuts: 8-32 ~ 1/2-13 or M4 ~ M12
Rivet Bolts (Studs): 8-32 ~ 5/16-18 or M4 ~ M8 

● A Cost Effective and Powerful Air Rivet Nut Tool for 
   setting maximum 1/2” or M12 Stainless Steel Rivet Nuts
● Super Traction Force 4,720 ~ 5,280 Lbf or 21 kN ~ 23.5 kN
● Adjustable Stroke 0 ~ 0.36” or 0 ~ 9 mm
● Special design to avoid scratches on painted car body

Forged Aluminum Alloy Hydraulic Cylinder

Forged Aluminum Alloy Hydraulic Cylinder

Rivet Nut

Rivet Bolt
(Stud)

+

TÜVRheinland
CERTIFIED

TÜVRheinland
CERTIFIED

Complete Line of Hand and 
Air Rivet Tools for Choice !

+

HSS +
Structural 
Blind Rivet

Standard
Blind Rivet

Air-Hydraulic Rivet Tools
and Rivet Nut Tools

Design, Quality,
Performance and Service !

 Industrial

KARAT Air-Hydraulic Rivet Tools and Rivet 
Nut Tools are German-CE certified

VTECH MOTOR powers vehicles with quality 
fuel pumps, motors and fuel sending units

KARAT is a professional manufacturer of 
Rivet Tools and Rivet Nut Tools, backed with 
strong R&D capabilities, a reliable Production 
System, a strict QA System, and reliable 
After-Service in Taiwan since 1982. 

The company offers customers a wide-
ranging, comprehensive product line for 
Rivet Tools and Rivet Nut Tools. KARAT is 
also dedicated to improving and upgrading 
product quality and presenting new products 
to  sat is fy  var ied customer  needs and 
requirements. KARAT’s Hand Rivet Tools and 
Hand Rivet Nut Tools have been fully trusted 
by buyers for decades, while the KARAT Air-
Hydraulic Tools, from the Basic Professional 
models to the Top Industrial models, have all 
received the 3rd party CE certification and 
are certified by the German TÜV Rheinland to 
ensure good design and reliable quality.

 • Tzeng Lung-nan

KARAT’s dedication to quality includes 
the Hydraulic Cylinder of KARAT New Air-
Grip Series Air-Hydraulic Rivet Tools, Rivet 
Nut Tool,  and Lockbolt Tool,  which are 
made of high-strength Forged Aluminum 
Alloy in a valuable titanium color that has 
amazed clients. These factors have built 
an advantageous reputation for KARAT as 
a supplier capable of providing “German 
Quality at Taiwan Price”. As a result, KARAT 
Tools’ customer base consists of renowned 
brands in the U.S., Europe, and Japan for 
the automotive, industrial, and construction 
markets. KARAT welcomes private logo 
business cooperations as well. 

Try KARAT Tools once, you will trust KARAT 
forever! For further inquiries, please contact 
Sales@KaratTool.com or visit the company 
website at www.KaratTool.com.

Try K ARAT Tools once, you will trust Try K ARAT Tools once, you will trust 
KARAT forever!KARAT forever!

Photo shows KARAT LN-4 Hand Rivet 
Nut Tool ( left ) and KARAT Air-Grip 4V 
Air Rivet Tool ( right ). 

VTECH MOTOR Co., LTD. mainly produces 
various automotive and motorcycle fuel 
pumps, motors, and fuel sending units. The 
company’s dedication to providing quality 
products to its clients has enabled them 
to enter the supply chains of Toyota/HOTAI 
Group, FORD Motor, Mazda, and Daihatsu, 
handling service parts for OES and BRP 
Rotax OEM supply systems. 

The company currently owns an in-house 
automated rotor production line, mainly 
manufacturing fuel pumps and radiator fan 
motors and more. VTECH MOTOR has also 
been investing resources into developing 
new products for brushless motors and B/S 
reducing motors.

Established in 2003, VTECH MOTOR is 
located in Hsinchu County, with its joint-

venture parent company Chi-Hua Fitness becoming a shareholder in 2013. Through 
combining resources and technical know-how, both companies have been directing 
investment into improving the design and R&D for generator brakes and motors. 
VTECH MOTOR has also established itself as a global player 
by obtaining patents in Germany, the U.S., and Japan, 
breaking through regional barriers and obtaining business 
security for its clients.

Its active penetration of global markets since its foundation 
has paved the way for developing new models, sourcing 
for better materials and suppliers to provide their clients 
professional and effective solutions, all the while keeping an 
eye on offering competitive pricing. Under this backdrop, 
the company has built up a solid support network and 
approval in the local markets, and continues to strengthen its 
competitiveness by expanding Taiwan’s international standing 
in producing high-quality motors to overseas markets.

“German Qualit y at 
Taiwan Price”.

( Photo courtesyof VTECH MOTOR )
VTECH MOTOR’s Electric  Fuel Pump fulfills varied client needs.

(  Photo courtesy of KARAT  )

 • Fan Wen-hsing
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